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Abstract
Recalling few decades back, our lives were completely different from today's as technology has tremendously transformed our lives, particularly the way we interact these days. Back then geographic limits primarily directed who we interact with every day, but now the world has become like a global village. Interaction by means of technology is now usual in both professional and personal lives. One field that has quickly been transformed is the mode of dispute settlement. Covering minor disputes in e-Commerce and then shopping to parking tickets, technology has transformed things completely and simpler to discover solutions whenever an issue arises. On international level the use of technology has also been acclaimed for dispute resolution. In different legal systems in recent times an Online Dispute Resolution has been introduced as a medium of Alternate Dispute Resolution. This article explores the option of introducing E-courts in Pakistani legal system as a step towards speedy justice and peaceful development. A comparative study approach is adopted to assess the inclusion of E-courts in Malaysian and Indian legal system. The effects of E-courts in these systems will be analysed and compared with the Pakistani legal systems. The analysis will help to answer two basic questions; firstly, to what extent is the E-courts system compatible with the Pakistani courts system? secondly, which areas within the courts procedure must be digitalised in the initial phase? We propose that an e-court system is compatible with Pakistani legal system, and the process shall be initiated with E-Filing and a Case Flow Management System.
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1. An Introduction to the E-court System

Recalling few decades back, our lives were completely different from today as technology has greatly transformed our lives and the way we interact with each other these days. Back then geographic limits primarily directed who we interact with every day, but now world has become like a global village surpassing these limits. Interaction by means of technology is now usual in both professional and personal lives. One field that has quickly transformed is the mode dispute settlement. Covering minor disputes in e-Commerce and then shopping to parking tickets, technology has transformed things completely and simpler to discover solutions whenever an issue arises. ¹ On international level the use of technology has also been acclaimed for dispute resolution.² In different legal systems in recent times an Online Dispute Resolution (hereinafter, ODR) has been introduced as a medium of Alternate Dispute Resolution (hereinafter, ADR).³ This advancement through the use of technology delivers a considerable opportunity to expeditious justice. The access to justice can be made more convenient for people using the ODR and other technological methods. In perspective of the courtroom procedures the use of technology is not very widespread; technology is used only in some areas of legal practice such as electronic case filing or research and case management.⁴ The transformation towards the use of technology in legal systems will become inevitable and an Electronic court (hereinafter, E-court) system will be required for establishing a speedy justice mechanism.

One aspect of the E-court involves resolving cases by judges, but the relevant stakeholders to suits does not physically come to the court, arguments and evidence are presented to judges through video links and then judge deliver judgment through online platform. The E-Court system is synchronous with traditional court

---

system; it merely is an exercise in framework advancement, but making court service accessible, convenient, and affordable. The idea is that the traditional court structure would prevail but technologically transformed to make services available additional than traditional court.\(^5\) This hybrid system will use modern technologies which will assist administration of justice for providing justice as well as to litigants therefore making easy access to justice as well as reducing pendency of cases due to which our justice system is plagued.\(^6\) There are two basic concepts of the e-court systems, firstly courts are equipped with advanced technology to assist in court procedure whereby decisions are made by human judges (first generation E-courts), secondly courts may be based on Artificial Intelligence (hereinafter, AI) technology whereby decisions are not made by a human judge but are made by a system which is programmed to do it (second generation E-courts). However, in some cases other forms of dispute resolution may include judicial process, although not a conventional judicial process. For instance, dispute resolution within online shopping and other online contracts.\(^7\) The system of E-courts is mostly referred to the electronic systems used in courtrooms for assistance in conventional courtroom procedure. Judges and parties have access to computers and court officers having distinct computer systems for displaying electronic documents to judge, parties and witnesses on screens. This system linked with electronic database which is centralised and containing all the information for its easy access and retrievals. This system then have a mechanism for searching across the database for exhibiting the evidence or for review.\(^8\) It is noted that a country which is using traditional court system, the first step should be to implement first generation of E-court system. So, justice system can be made accessible, convenient and affordable by transforming it through technology by implementing technological tools such as e-filing, e-trial which includes the use of video link for giving testimony remotely and paperless electronic case management.\(^9\) As Justice BLEBY said “The electronic
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7. See for instance, Rule (n 4).
9. Benyekhlef and others (n 6) 3.
court enables the parties, the trial judge and court staff to have secure access to all of the material in an efficient manner both in and out of the courtroom.”

This study accepts the efficacy of the usage of modern technology in the justice system, we argue that the use of technology in the judicial process is important for the enhancement of the peace and development through speedy justice. The idea of the E-courts system is discussed in detail in first part with an emphasis on how the technology tends to work in a legal system. In the second part we analyse how the E-courts system has been adopted by India and Malaysia within their legal systems and compare the progress in Pakistan, also checking the viability of the use of technology in the legal system of these countries. In the third part we discuss the efficacy of the system and its relativity with Pakistani legal system.

1.1. Origin of E-courts

Etymologically, the term ‘court’ comes from French, Latin, and Ancient Greek, in each case referring to an enclosed space or yard. As we move from physical courtrooms to virtual hearings and online courts, we need not jettison this meaning. To anticipate later themes, the online court may indeed come to be regarded as a safe online space in which the process of justice can be secured.

It is important to understand the core developments which came in technology. In the beginning of court technology, one incredible development was the introduction of video link into court hearing from late 1980s. The application of technology has allowed judges to appear on screen to parties and decide the matters remotely. The quality was not great and had issues such as delays, connection was frequently lost between, no sync between audio and video and difficulty to recognize any sort of facial expressions as user appeared as little figures at the corner of screen. The use of video link in court proceedings kept growing over time such as taking evidence from children and vulnerable witnesses, facilitating presence of defendants and experts who cannot make it
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10 MacDonald, Burdon and Jackson (n 8) 3.
to the court because for a minor court appearance, a major travel was otherwise necessary.\textsuperscript{12}

In the context of Malaysia, to get the idea of technology adoption, it is necessary to have a recall of how internet age in the country emerged since 1995.\textsuperscript{13} E-government was initiated by Malaysian Government in the year 1997 which led the country into Information Age. In E-government there were seven main projects which were Electronic Procurement, Electronic Services Delivery (e-Services), e-Syariah, Human Resource Management Information System (HRMIS), Project Monitoring System (PMS), Generic Office Environment (GOE), and Electronic Labour Exchange. Besides this, many government agencies started several projects to launch online public projects services which were aimed to enhance efficiency, effectiveness of public services and ease of use for the people. E-filing launched in E-courts system was also a result of this.\textsuperscript{14}

In the courts of Australia, technology has started to play a vital role since 2000.\textsuperscript{15} After a cautious beginning, the courts of the country started the using technology in many court processes. Initial development was improvised, and some court complexes were implemented to meet technological need. The main focus for implementing these technologies were to increase effectiveness and efficiency of court system. They initially were applied to automate and catalogue huge amounts of evidence and information into convenient digital forms with digital case management databases. When data was in digital searchable system, the attention diverted from digitalization to presenting evidence digitally with document imaging systems. The result of this was that it encouraged an increase in digital presentations of complicated and important evidence. Synched live transcription empowered judges and litigants to document notes and to directly remember what was argued in previous hearing.

\textsuperscript{14} Lim Heng Lin, ‘Adequacy of E-Filing Adoption by Malaysian Courts’ 1.
Courts also started using video link technology for vulnerable and distant witnesses and digital recording was used to capture visual evidence that can be viewed whenever court want.\(^{16}\)

From that point, many stunning technological advancements have taken place. As it was predicted by Co-Founder of Intel Gordon Moore that processing power of computers would be twice every two years or so. Now video link supports very high level of communication and create sense of being together in same place. Such systems are now widely used in courtrooms across the world. In 2017, 20,000 video link systems were installed in China.\(^{17}\) Additionally, the Hangzhou Internet Court in China is a first courtroom experience using the second-generation E Courts.\(^ {18}\) It has also recently accepted evidence through electronic means using the blockchain technology.\(^ {19}\) Hence, the e-Court system has brought many changes in the Chinese legal system in recent past.

### 1.2. Introduction to E-Filing System

E-filing is one of the process which comes in the ambit of E-courts system. E-Filing can be defined as a “process of transmitting documents and other court information to the court through an electronic medium, rather than on paper. Electronic filing lets people get more of their work done with their PCs, to send and receive documents, pay filing fees, notify other parties, receive court notices, and retrieve court information.”\(^ {20}\)

Currently, most lawyers write pleadings, print it and submit it in the court with court fees. Court officials then review pleadings, fee and other document and make entries into the case management into database. The case is then directed to appropriate court. Whereas, with the E-filing the pleadings are prepared in the same way but uploaded electronically with file transfer protocol (FTP). Information is stored and organized automatically to digital case management

\(^{16}\) Ibid.
\(^{17}\) Susskind (n 5) 58.
\(^{18}\) Schmitz (n 3) 106.
system and routed to court officials online rather than by physical paper
documents. It eradicates the time and cost of files and documents.²¹

1.3. Online Record Keeping

Online Record Keeping has some aspects. One is Case Management System
(hereinafter, CMS) which is a system software to handle all cases administered
by the court over a computer system. It enables the digitalization of court
processes, easy monitoring of performance, retrieval of information online, and
generates statistics automatically which makes equality in statistics. There are
several modules under the CMS which includes the registration module,
the scheduling module, the administration module, and the master listing
module.²²

Another online record keeping method is the Queue Management System
(hereinafter, QMS) which is a structure to register the attendance of lawyers
using kiosk system. Prior to this system, litigants had to wait for their turn to be
called. With QMS the litigants will record their attendance using the kiosk when
they reach the court, and this system will provide information on when the case
is scheduled and if the other party is present. It also records attendance and gives
information about where the case will be heard. The litigant also has the choice
to register for an SMS alert, which means that they will be notified with SMS
when their case is set to be called. Therefore, the litigant can be present in
matters in other courts at the same time or perform other duties while waiting
as they had registered their case number in a kiosk system. This not only save
the waiting time, but also spare the litigants from having to search for the printed
cause list and the place of hearing. It is beneficial for both litigants as well as
court staff.²³

Further, Court Recording & Transcription (hereinafter, CRT) is a system which
contains audio and video recording in open court as well as in hearings held in
chambers. The recordings will be preserved in the database of the courts and

²¹ ibid 3.
²² Zaiton Hamin, Mohd Bahrain Othman and Ani Munirah Mohamad, ‘Benefits and
Achievements of ICT Adoption by the High Courts of Malaysia’ (IEEE 2012) 1234.
²³ Gan Chee Keong, ‘Judicial Reforms through the Use of Technology in Malaysia’ 5 (1)
European Academic Research, 403, 399-409.
monitored by the interpreter at the time of proceedings. The court will deliver the recordings in compact disc if the litigant wants to have it for own record. A typewriter is put within the court and run by qualified stenographers who transcribe it. The transcription will be composed live at the time of court proceedings and draft transcripts printed for the litigants to refer to at the time of examination of witnesses. Modified copies of the transcripts are accessible to both the parties after each trial day.  

2. Comparative Analysis of Indian and Malaysian E-Court Systems with Pakistan

The historical background of a judicial system of Pakistan and India is somewhat similar because of its one colonial history. The laws adopted by both states are similar except for the post-independence amendments. Furthermore, analysis of the judicial structure of Malaysian courts also highlights its similarities with the system of Pakistan and India. Hence, it is interesting to compare the approaches of all these states on the topic.

2.1 Hierarchy of Courts

2.1.1. Superior Judiciary

The Court structure of Pakistan is pyramid like structure. In superior Judiciary there are Supreme Court and High Courts. Supreme Court in an apex court of the country which functions as the final authority to uphold the Constitution. It has Original, Advisory, and Appellate Jurisdiction. It is the final Court of Appeal in cases decided by the High Courts. It has branch registries in all four provincial capitals whereas it has permanent seat in Islamabad. Next to it are the High Courts, one in every Province and one in Islamabad Capital Territory, exercise general control on the administration of justice in their respective territorial jurisdiction. It is an appellate Court for all Civil and Criminal matters in the respective province.

Indian Judiciary can also be classified as pyramid form of structure. Supreme Court of India is highest Court with total independence, below it is High Court
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24 Hamin, Othman and Mohamad (n 19) 1235.
26 ibid. The Judicature. Part VII The Judicature, Chapter 3 The High Courts
which dispensing justice at state level, and then District Courts at district level under supervision of each High Court. Article 142 of Constitution of India make judgments of Supreme Court binding on all subordinate courts including High Courts and they both also have judicial power.\textsuperscript{27}

The hierarchy of courts of Malaysia is also as pyramid form of structure. The Federal Court of Malaysia being the Apex Court followed by the Court of Appeal. Then there are two High Courts: High Court of Malaya and High Court of Sabah and Sarawak. The Federal Court of Malaysia is the Apex Court of the land have original jurisdiction as stated in Article 128 of The Federal Constitution of Malaysia under which it is has jurisdiction to determine whether a law legislated by Parliament or legislature of a State is invalid on the ground that they have no authority to make laws or as to disputes on any other question between the States or between the Federation and the State. It also has a jurisdiction under which appeals of Civil decisions of Court of Appeal are heard in cases where Federal grant leave to do so and appeals of criminal decisions of Court of Appeal on respect of matters decided by High Court in original jurisdiction as stated in section 87 of Courts of Judicature Act, 1964. The Court of Appeal has appellate jurisdiction to hear appeals of criminal judgments made by the High Court in its original or appellate jurisdiction as stated in section 50 of Courts of Judicature Act, 1964 and to hear appeals of civil judgments made by the High Court in its original or appellate jurisdiction as stated in section 67 of Courts of Judicature Act, 1964. It is the court of the final jurisdiction for the cases started in subordinate courts. In cases where the claim is not more than RM250000, the order or judgement is related to cost only or against decisions of a judge in chambers on an interpleader summons on undisputed facts, it is compulsory to first obtain the leave of Court of Appeal. Then there are two High Courts in Malaysia having equal status and jurisdiction namely: High Court in Malaya which is in States of Malaya, and another High Court in Sabah and Sarawak which is in States of Sabah and Sarawak as laid down in Article 121 of The Federal Constitution of Malaysia. Every proceeding in High Court is heard and settled by a single judge. They have original and appellate jurisdiction.

for both civil and criminal matters. The High Courts have civil jurisdiction where a cause of action arose, the defendant resides or has place of business, the fact on which proceedings are based, or any land in dispute is situated, within the local jurisdiction of the Court as stated in section 23 of but Courts of Judicature Act, 1964. But the pecuniary jurisdiction of Court is in matters where the claim exceeds RM1,000,000. The High Court also has no limit on its jurisdiction on all criminal matters in its jurisdiction, any ship or any aircraft registered in Malaysia, by any citizen or any permanent resident in any place beyond the limits of Malaysia, by any person against a citizen of Malaysia, Government of Malaysia or the Government of any State in Malaysia as stated in section 22 of but Courts of Judicature Act, 1964. However, court has no jurisdiction in matters involving Islamic law as they fall within the jurisdiction of the Syariah courts as they are outside the court hierarchy.

Through this we can say that the Superior judicial structure of India and Pakistan is similar but slightly difference as that of Malaysia. However, in case of Pakistan and Malaysia, there are also different sets of Islamic Courts in both countries. Federal Shariah Court in Pakistan and Syariah Court in Malaysia having same type of jurisdiction.

2.1.2. Subordinate Judiciary

In subordinate Judiciary of Pakistan, there are Civil Courts and Criminal Courts. All Civil Courts are under the control of respective High Court as they are subordinate to it. All civil courts are under the control of District Judge within the local limits of jurisdiction. Civil Courts in Pakistan are created under the Civil Courts Ordinance 1962, in the respective province. The categories of Civil Courts are District Judge, Additional District Judge, Senior Civil Judge and Civil Judge Class I, Class II & Class III. Their territorial and pecuniary jurisdictions are fixed by the law. Judgments of civil courts are appealable in District Judge and to the High Court if the claim of the suit increases specified.
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28 Section 23 Courts of Judicature Act, 1964
30 Section 22 Courts of Judicature Act, 1964
31 Article 121(1A) Federal Constitution of Malaysia
amount. The Criminal procedure in Pakistan is written in the Code of Criminal Procedure 1868, whereas the substantive law about definition of a crime and its punishment is stated in Pakistan Penal Code 1860. Criminal Courts in Pakistan are Sessions Judge, Additional Sessions Judge and Judicial Magistrate Class I, Class II & Class III. Decision of criminal courts are appealable to Sessions Judge or High Court. Further, there are also other tribunals and courts of civil and criminal nature such as labour court, Income Tax Tribunal, Board of Revenue, Anti-Terrorism Court to deal with specified matters established under special laws. Their jurisdiction and powers are given in the statutes creating them. Outside this court hierarchy is Federal Shariah Court established to examine and decide cases related to the application of hudood penalties. 32

In subordinate judiciary of India, there are several subordinate courts under respective High Court. As every State is further division into Districts, these Districts are presided by a District and Sessions Judge. The District Judge have original and appellate jurisdiction. The Sessions Judge has the supreme judicial authority in a District. Below the District and Sessions Judge, there are Courts of civil and criminal jurisdiction. In civil jurisdiction, Civil Judge (Senior Division) which have unlimited jurisdiction to adjudicate the civil matters of any pecuniary limit and Civil Judge (Junior Division) which hold limited authority to decide the civil matters. Likewise, in criminal jurisdiction, consist of the Chief Judicial Magistrates and Judicial Magistrates of First and Second Class.33

However, in the Subordinate Judiciary of Malaysia, it consists of Subordinate Courts in Peninsular Malaysia consisting of the Sessions Court, Magistrates' Court and Penghulu's Courts. The Subordinate Courts in Sabah and Sarawak consisting of the Sessions Court, Magistrates' Courts and Native Courts. In the hierarchy pyramid of Subordinate Courts, the Penghulu’s Court is at the bottom. Which is headed by a headman appointed by a state government. The jurisdiction in criminal matters of a Penghulu’s Court is bound to the trial of

33 Prakash (n 24) 111–112.
offences of a petty nature which are limited to the punishment of fine less than RM25.00. There also exists a Juvenile Court for offenders who are under the age of 18 years.  

Through this we can say that the whole judicial system and hierarchy of courts is same for both Pakistan and India except that there is a slight difference of jurisdiction. However, there are some differences in hierarchy of Malaysia as there also exist Penghulu’s Court for petty matters.

2.2 Judge to Citizen Ratio

One of the major reasons for pendency of cases is high citizen to judge ratio. The total number Judges in Supreme Court of Pakistan are 15 and Ad-Hoc Judges are 2 means total 17 Judges, the total number of Judges in High Court of Sindh are 35, the total number of Judges in Lahore High Court are 50, the total number of Judges in Peshawar High Court are 15, the total number of Judges in High Court of Balochistan are 10, the total number of Judges in Islamabad High Court are 9. So, the total number of Judges in superior judiciary of Pakistan are 136. The total number of judges in Pakistan are 4,000 and judge to citizen ratio is one judge available for 62,000 people.

In India, the total number of judges of High Courts are 1079, in Supreme Court are 28 and total number of judges of subordinate judiciary was 22,833. So, there

are only 20 judges per 1 million population in country which makes one judge per 50,000 citizens.\textsuperscript{42}

However, the Population of Malaysia in 2020 is 33.8 million.\textsuperscript{43} The total number of Judges in Superior Judiciary of Malaysia is 120 out of which 98 seats are filled and total number of Judicial officers are 40.\textsuperscript{44} The Total number of judges of subordinate judiciary of Malaysia is not known.\textsuperscript{45} By comparing this ratio, we can say that these countries have almost same judge to citizen ratio.

\subsection*{2.3 Pendency of Cases}

From beginning, there has been upsurge in population in these countries. India has population of 1.366 billion in 2019\textsuperscript{46}, Pakistan has population of 212.2 million according to a survey in 2018\textsuperscript{47} however, population of Malaysia in 2020 was 33.8 million.\textsuperscript{48}

With this upsurge in population, the pendency of cases is also increasing, which is increasing, and over-burdening judiciary in these countries. This not only infringes constitutional and human right but also have adverse effects on right of citizen which decreases the belief of people in judiciary and disgrace the justice system. India made National Judicial Data Grid for High Court (HC-NJDG) which was one of the significant outcomes of e-court project which shows real time number of pending cases.\textsuperscript{49} Pakistan has no system to show real


\textsuperscript{48} ‘Current Population Estimates, Malaysia, 2020’ (n 40).

\textsuperscript{49} Kshitiz Verma and others, ‘Estimating Time to Clear Pendency of Cases in High Courts in India Using Linear Regression’ 1–2.
time number of cases however there was a data released by National Judicial Policy Making Committee (NJPMC) that show Pakistani courts has 2 million pending cases in all courts.\textsuperscript{50} However the backlog of pending cases in Malaysia is 91,702 cases in High Court, 125,944 cases in the Sessions Court and 777,703 cases in the magistrate's courts.\textsuperscript{51}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Court</th>
<th>Pending Cases</th>
<th>Pak</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Malaya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>istan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supreme Court</td>
<td></td>
<td>45,5</td>
<td>63,693</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>08</td>
<td></td>
<td>could</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Courts</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,32</td>
<td>53,33,</td>
<td>91,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.376</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,04</td>
<td>3,59,3</td>
<td>903,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts</td>
<td></td>
<td>.528</td>
<td>9,317</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Implementation of E-courts System

In India the first phase of E-Court project was started in 2007 in which their courts were computerized and other hardware was installed. It included computerization of even Taluka and district courts. Case Information Software (CIS) was also made and installed for giving basic case related information and websites of District Courts were also launched. For the success of this project Court Staff and Judicial Staff was also trained to use the new digital framework. The biggest achievement of this phase was e-filing system through which


\textsuperscript{51} ‘Roger Tan: Are We Paying Our Judges Enough?’ (n 42).
litigants can file case online and National Judicial Data Grid (NJDG) which shows number of cases pending in High Court. This phase was completed on 30th March 2015. The Phase-II of e-Court project was started in 2015 which further updated everything covered in previous phase and also updated National Judicial Data Grid (NJDG) to show synched updated number of cases and their data in all courts across the country.

In Judiciary of Malaysia, E-Court System was first introduced in 2008 to resolve the issue of backlog of cases. It emphasized electronic based court system to use mechanism which is much efficient and faster. The main components of this phase were the e-filing system, which allow the litigants to file their cases online therefore they do not need to file the physical documents manually in court for filing the case, The Case Management System (CMS), which handles all cases managed by the court over computer system, The Queue Management System, which register the attendance of lawyers using kiosk system, Court Recording and Transcription System (CRT) which contains audio and video audio recording of all the hearings. All these features were further advanced in Phase-II which started from 2016.

However, in Pakistan, the situation is different. E-Court became operational first time in the history of Pakistan Judiciary when Judge of Accountability Court No.3 of Rawalpindi Sohail Nasir recorded statements of two witnesses through online system on Skype as witnesses were out of city. This court is working under federal government. The aim of this was to ensure inexpensive and speedy justice. For the Supreme Court of Pakistan it was in 2019 that case was adjudicated, after witness made appearance via video link connectivity, by three-member bench headed by the former Chief Justice of Pakistan Mr. Justice
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54 GAN CHEE KEONG, ‘Judicial Reforms through the Use of Technology in Malaysia’ 401–405.
Asif Saeed Khan Khosa and comprising Hon’ble Mr. Justice Sardar Tariq Masood and Hon’ble Mr. Justice Mazhar Alam Khan Miankhel. And also in 2020 after pandemic of COVID-19, High Courts and some courts of subordinate judiciary started hearing of cases online through video link after lawyer submits an application for it. But the concept of e-filing for new case is alien in context of Judiciary of Pakistan.

3 Implementation of E-Court System in Pakistan

As mentioned above the emergence of E-courts system in Pakistan is a very recent phenomenon. The involvement of technology in pleadings or other court procedure is limited in Pakistan, to an extent all the High Courts in Pakistan have introduced a case flow management system. In addition, recently the Peshawar High Court, Mingora Bench (Darul Qaza) have introduced a facility of online pleadings for the attorneys coming from far off districts. On the level of lower courts the use of technology is very minimum, even the basic things of record keeping are often manual.

The requirement of E-courts during the recent pandemic and amid lockdowns was felt very harshly. On 26th of February 2020, the very first case of COVID-19 was reported in Pakistan. Since then the country has been under various lockdowns as the entire globe is trying to come out of the surge of the global pandemic. In the lockdowns every office, educational institutions, and other amenities of life remained closed. These exceptional circumstances of the pandemic did not spare the legal system. Most of the courts in Pakistan had almost no technological infrastructure to allow them to expediate justice virtually. Courts were either closed or operating partially and most of the hearings were called off. For instance the Sindh High Court notified, in view

---

58 Telephonic conversation with the Registrar, Peshawar High Court, Mingora Bench on 27 June 2021.
of the coronavirus pandemic in the country and the likelihood of its spread in overcrowded places, ordered only cases of urgent nature to be heard and decided in the court and no adverse orders shall be passed in the absence of lawyers.\(^\text{61}\)

The high court of Baluchistan also formed an opinion that cases of urgency matter will be heard, to follow precautionary measures physical movements restricted in the boundaries of High Court and the lower Courts, that the cases will be pleaded by the learned counsel or attorneys and parties may be called only when necessary, these orders were issued in respect of covid-19 to avoid the physical contact and to follow the precaution advised by Health advisory.\(^\text{62}\)

Similarly, the Lahore High Court issued a strict advisory to the all the district & sessions judges in Punjab to take extraordinary measures in the wake of coronavirus outbreak and lockdown by the Punjab government. District & sessions judges in each district would nominate judges to perform duty of urgent nature for two weeks while female judges have been exempted from performing duty. Additional sessions judges hear cases of urgent nature including post-arrest bail petitions, habeas corpus petitions, and applications under Section 22-A & 22-B CrPC while magistrates and civil judges would only take up post-arrest bail petitions, physical remand and issuance of interim injunctions on fresh matters. Further, a magistrate will visit jail to grant judicial remand in pending criminal cases. No case including pre-arrest bail shall be dismissed for non-prosecution and all the judges would ensure that they dispose of their business till 10 am and their staff members wear masks.\(^\text{63}\)

Female staff working in subordinate judiciary has also been exempted from performing duty except where a female is in charge of a branch. No person from general public including a litigant, except in case of extreme need, would be allowed to enter court premises from main gate. District & sessions judges hold meetings with bar presidents and general secretaries to discuss and apprise them


Similarly, the Peshawar High Court also notified that the work of the courts will be limited during the pandemic. Henceforth, the use of technology was dearly required during the pandemic. The pendency of cases will be higher even after the courts resume their normal routine work, which can only be reduced through increasing the number of judges and the use of technology in the judicial process.

“Electronic communication is no substitute for the ability of face-to-face conversations to foster important process values of resolving the matter.”

Notwithstanding the advantages discussed above, online dispute resolving also creates has several disadvantages when compared with traditional method. As Joel Eisen observes, the practice of dispute resolving cannot easily be reproduced in the online environment because “cyberspace is not a ‘mirror image’ of the physical world.” As it is the most efficient and easier mode to overcome the litigation problem. But there is also a major flaw in this system and that is the connectivity issue. There are major connectivity with the internet issues some parts of the state and to a particular population. So, the procedure of recording a personal statement, or an advocate presenting his arguments may in some cases remain challenging. This issue cannot be ignored, as there are many stakeholders involved in a judicial process. If there are hurdles in the main procedures, like recording a witness statement, then the system will be rendered useless.

3.1 Implementation of E-courts by Legal Professionals

In Pakistan’s perspective one of most important issue which we cannot overlook is the hurdles created by legal professionals. We have seen in past that when Model Courts were established even at that time lawyers went for strikes to end
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64 ibid.
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the system, the reason behind this is Pakistan’s legal system whereby the lawyers have developed practises for their own gains to delay the cases. 70

3.2 Limited Range of Disputes and Confidentiality Concerns

Few drawbacks are particular to the mode of online dispute resolution chosen. For example, fully automated online system programmed for online dispute resolution can be used to resolve specific types of disputes and can only deal where the amount of settlement is only unresolved issue. 71 Dispute resolution is most effective when parties are physically present before the court as Joel Eisen argues “the great paradox of online system is that it imposes an electronic distance on the parties, while physical way is usually an oral form of dispute resolution designed to involve participants in direct interpersonal contact.” This is based on an informal in person discussion between the parties, creating an environment in which the litigants trust the court to adjudicate their dispute is deemed essential. 72

The traditional court system creates a physical record whereas online system creates an electronic record which enable parties to get easy access to communications without knowledge of other parties which may infringe the right of other parties. 73

3.3 Statutory Amendments

We are aware how a case in initiated or filed in the Courts in normal circumstances. In case of any civil matter the case is filed by giving the plaint with all documents and in case of criminal matter the case is filed by lodging of FIR or complaint. Same is the case of filing of suit is in this Situation of COVID-19. The same manner is adopted for filing of case the registrar, or the relevant persons were available where the case if filed. Because there is no other manner prescribed by the Civil Code of Civil Procedure (C.P.C) 74 and Criminal

---

72 ibid.
74 Section 26 of Code of Civil Procedure 1908.
Procedure Code (Cr.P.C)\textsuperscript{75} for filing of suit. A proper legislation must be done for this manner by passing the bill in Parliament.\textsuperscript{76}

In order to effectuate the E-Court System, amendments including but not limited to the relevant statutory procedural framework will need to be made, primarily, to the

- Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 inclusion of definitions of “e-filing”, “e-hearing”, “e-records”, “e-certification”; amendment in sections 25, 128, 142, 143; Order III, Order IV; Order IX; Order X; Order XVI; Order XXIV; Order XXVI; Order XXVII; Order XXIX; Order XXX; Order XXXVI; Order XXXVII; Order XXXIX; Order XLVI; Order XLVIII; Order XLV,
- the Qanoon-e-Shahadat Order, 1984 Articles 77, 130 and 164),
- Supreme Court Rules, 1980 and the Rules of each individual High Court.\textsuperscript{77}

4. Conclusion

With increasing population in Pakistan, the number of cases to be adjudicated upon are also on the rise. In addition, the nature of disputes and the location and availability of the litigants and witnesses will also remain an issue. In contemporary system the information and communications technology has created a new era of accessible, speedy, and continuous justice which ensures inexpensive and expeditious justice for every individual through E-Court System. So, digital transformation of court system is the key to making justice universal, portable and available while also boosting investor confidence and thus, the economy. It can assist and revolutionize the current judicial system which will also aid in clearing the backlog of cases along with many other benefits. The overview of Indian and Malaysian E-Court system help us to analyse how they implemented Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in their current judicial system from the beginning, how they made speedy, accessible, inexpensive and expeditious justice to an extent for every

\textsuperscript{75} Section 154, 155 and 200 of Code of Criminal Procedure 1898.
\textsuperscript{76} Article 70, Constitution of Pakistan.
individual and the challenges that they faced in implementing it, and their comparisons with our justice system help us better understand how it can be implemented in our Judicial System as they have similar Judicial Structure as Pakistan.

It is the need of the hour for the judiciary to examine the technology available and adopt the technology which works best, is the most cost-effective and offers the best quality of justice, to establish E-courts System in the current Judicial Structure of Pakistan to reduce huge backlog of cases, to enable litigants to file cases online, to facilitate vulnerable groups or distant people who cannot come to court and to relief the aggrieved who generally bear stress due to delay. Though the E-court initiative was started but it just has one facility of E-court which is video link and that also lack behind in so many aspects in terms of implementation. Thus, for revolutionizing our judicial system, we need to start it with a proper framework with proper implementation and awareness amongst judges, lawyers, and judicial officers for improving the court system across the country. This is how we can ensure and guarantee speedy justice for all.
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